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Abstract. Tracking of regions and object boundaries in an image sequence is a
well studied problem in image processing and computer vision. So far, numerous
approaches tracking different features of the objects (contours, regions or points
of interest) have been presented. Most of these approaches have problems with
robustness. Typical reasons are noisy images, objects with identical features or
partial occlusions of the tracked features. In this paper we propose a novel level
set based tracking approach, that allows robust tracking on noisy images. Our
framework is able to track multiple regions in an image sequence, where a level
set function is assigned to every region. For already known or learned objects,
transformation invariant shape priors can be added to ensure a robust tracking
even under partial occlusions. Furthermore, we introduce a simple decision function to maintain the desired topology for multiple regions. Experimental results
demonstrate the method for arbitrary numbers of shape priors. The approach can
even handle full occlusions and objects which are temporarily hidden in containers.

1 Introduction
Tracking of regions and object boundaries in image sequences is an important problem
in computer vision (scene analysis and interpretation), video processing (video surveillance, object based video database search) and human-computer interaction.
Numerous tracking approaches have been developed, including early tracking algorithms to track feature points [1] and edge segments [2, 3], and several recent contributions to track parametric contours [4, 5]. Most of them had difficulties in handling
topological changes such as the merging and splitting of overlapping object regions.
For this, the level set method [6–8] is a more powerful technique. In the last few years
various models have been proposed (see [9–15]). But there is always a problem with
tracking multiple regions and none of these approaches uses the benefit of prior information to obtain a more robust tracking result. In this paper, we propose a novel

approach that extends the well known level set model, such that it can simultaneously
handle an arbitrary number of regions and competing shape priors.
An early work on region based tracking proposed by Bertalmio et al. [9] is based
on morphing images. Paragios and Deriche [10] use a geodesic model that combines
motion and edge information. Using the difference between the current image and the
reference background, a region based model was proposed by Besson et al. [11]. In [12,
14] feature distributions of the object and the background were used for tracking. Freedman and Zhang [13] track a predefined distribution for the object region by minimizing
a Kullback-Leibler or Bhattacharyya distance. All these approaches are restricted to one
level set function and can only track one region. Shi and Karl [15] propose a new fast
level set implementation that can handle multiple regions, but do not use prior information.
The integration of prior knowledge (in our case shape priors) into PDE based segmentation methods has delivered promising results (see [16–22]). Usually, the knowledge of one single shape prior is introduced into the contour evolution in a way that
corrupted versions of a familiar object are reconstructed and all unfamiliar image structures are suppressed and often the localization of the shape must be known. Leventon
et al. [18] use a Gaussian model to describe their shape priors. They assume a uniform
distribution over pose parameters, that model translation and rotation. Rousson and
Paragios [19] propose a transformation (scale, rotation and translation) for the shape
prior that allows to segment familiar objects with an unknown position in the image
scene. But like the approach of Leventon et al. they can handle only one shape prior
and unfamiliar image structures are ignored. Cremers et al. ([23], [21]) presented an approach with dynamic labeling, that allows to use more than one shape prior and does not
suppress unfamiliar image structures, but all shape priors are assigned to one level set
function. Raviv et al. [22] present a novel approach that allows a projective transformation of the shape prior, but their approach is also limited to one region, furthermore the
projective transformation needs too much calculation time for tracking applications. In
[24] we present a segmentation level set framework that can handle an arbitrary number
of regions with or without shape priors. Our segmentation algorithm in [24] is used in
the initialization step of the multiple object tracking approach with shape priors, which
we propose in this article.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a level set formulation that
can easily be extended with a single pose invariant shape prior (section 3). In section
4, we introduce our tracking algorithm. For the case of multiple object regions, we
extend our tracking algorithm and introduce a logic function Ψ to incorporate topology
in subsection 4.1. Results are presented in section 5. Finally conclusions are drawn in
section 6.

2 A level set framework
In this section, we define a level set framework, that aims to maximize the color value
homogeneity of the different regions. We assume each image of a video sequence is
composed of a background region Ω0 and N independent objects of interest Ω1 , ..., ΩN .

Each of these n = 1..N objects of interest is described with a level set function Φn :
Ωn → R, with Φn (x) > 0, if x ∈ Ωn and Φn (x) < 0, if x ∈ Ω0 .
There are different level set formulations, which could be possible choices [8, 25–
27]. In this work, we use the level set formulation proposed by Paragios and Deriche
[27, 28] to minimize the energy for each object region:
Z
EDn (Φn , pn , p0 ) = −

Ω

(H(Φn ) log pn + (1 − H(Φn )) log p0 )dx
Z
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|∇H(Φn )|dx.
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H denotes the regularized Heaviside function and p0 and pn are the probability
densities pi = p(x|Ωi ) of the background regions Ω0 and the object region Ωn , which
cover the whole image domain Ω. For color images, we use the following multivariate
Gaussian density:
p(x|Ωi ) =
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with the mean µi and the covariance matrix Σi of the multivariate color distribution
of the region Ωi . The last term of equation 1 takes into account the length of the contour
weighted by the parameter ν. The minimization of the energy term in equation 1 can
now be estimated according to the gradient descent equation
h
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− log
,
(3)
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where δ(Φn ) is the derivative of H(Φn ) with respect to its argument.

3 Adding a shape prior
To add a shape prior to the energy equation 1, we define a straight forward extension
En (Φn , Φ0 , pn , p0 ) = EDn (Φn , pn , p0 ) + λESn (Φn , Φ0 ),

(4)

Z

with
ESn (Φn , Φ0 ) =

δ(Φn )(Φn − Φ0n )2 dx,

(5)

Ω

where Φ0n is the level set of the given training shape or the mean of a set of training
shapes. λ ≥ 0 indicates the weight of the prior. This formulation is simplified and does
not consider invariance of the shape prior with respect to similarity transformations
of the level set function. Nevertheless, equation 5 can be extended in this direction
(cf. [18–20]), see section 3.1.
The minimization of the energy term can again be estimated according to the gradient descent equation:
h
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3.1 A pose invariant formulation
During an image sequence the pose and the location of an object can change and the
shape model has to be aligned. Possible solutions for simple or planar objects are presented in [19, 20], where a set of pose parameters are associated with the given prior
Φ0n . Rousson and Paragios [19] assume a global deformation An between Φn and Φ0n
that involves the parameters [A = (s; θ; T)] with a scale factor s, a rotation angle θ and
a translation vector T. The corresponding shape energy
Z
δ(Φn )(sΦn − Φ0n (An ))2 dx
ESn (Φn , Φ0 (An )) =
(7)
Ω

is simultaneously optimized with respect to the segmentation level set function Φn
and the pose parameters s, θ and T. The function is expanded with δ(Φn ), so that the
shape prior is only estimated within the vicinity of the zero-crossing of the level set representation, which has a better performance than considering the whole image domain.
Minimizing equation 7 leads to the following gradient descent for the level set function
Φn :
h
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The transformation A\ is also dynamically updated to map Φn and Φ0n in the best
possible way. The calculus of variations for the parameter of An derives to the system:
Z
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∂
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with
p = δ(Φn )(sΦn − Φ0n (An )).

(10)

Figure 1 shows the possible transformations of the shape prior: translation, rotation and scale. In figure 1(f) the limitation of our transformation model is shown at
perspective distortions. Raviv et al. [22] presented an approach that allows a projective
transformation of the shape prior, but their approach needs too much calculation time
for tracking applications.

4 Tracking algorithm
In the initialization stage, we use the regions from the result of our multi region level set
segmentation [24]. For every region of interest, we initialize a level set function Φ and
calculate the means and covariance matrices for each region and the background. For
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Fig. 1. Transformations of an object during a tracking sequence.

important or already learned objects, we assign a shape prior Φ0 to the corresponding
level set function Φ.
For the re-distancing step of the level set function Φ, we use a mixed approach: the
PDE is used for reinitialization [29] in a small neighborhood of the zero level while the
Fast Marching [30, 31] permits to extend the distance function to a larger band.
To track the object boundary, we compute the speed at all pixels in the band of the
level set function Φ with equation 8 and calculate the new contour in the re-distancing
step. In our implementation, the curve evolution stops when any of the following stopping conditions is satisfied:
1. Either, the transformation change of a pixel x is smaller than ε1 :
||xi − xi−1 || < ε1 , or
2. a pre-specified maximum number of iterations is reached, or
3. the sum of the speed at each pixel is smaller than ε2 :
X ∂Φ
| | < ε2 .
∂t

(11)

(12)

Ωn

4.1 Tracking of multiple objects
For the representation of multiple objects, we use one level set function Φn with or
without an assigned shape prior Φ0n and a decision function Ψn for each of N objects
of interest. The decision function Ψn is defined as follows:

 1 Φn (x) < 0, Φl (x) > 0 (n 6= l)
Ψn (x) = 0 Φn (x) < 0, Φl (x) < 0 | ∃Φ0n (n 6= l)

−1 Φn (x) < 0, Φl (x) < 0 | @Φ0n (n 6= l)

In the case of overlapping regions the different values for objects with and without
shape priors allow an arbitrary topology, where objects with shape prior survive even
with occlusions and they are handled as more important than regions without a shape
prior. Our tracking algorithm consists of the steps shown in table 1.

– Step1:
• Initialize all level set functions Φn .
• Initialize all shape priors Φ0n and assign them to the corresponding level set function Φn .
• Calculate all means and covariance matrices for the regions and the background.
– Step2: (one cycle for region n)
• Compute the parameters of transformation An for all shape priors Φ0n .
• Compute the gradient descent (equation 8) for all pixels in the band of Φn .
– Step3:
• If the stopping condition is satisfied stop curve evolution for the actual region.
• Else calculate the re-distancing for the actual region.
– Step4:
• If the stopping condition for all regions is satisfied load new frame and start with
step 2 with first region.
• Else start with step 2 with next region.

Table 1. Tracking algorithm

Adding Ψn to equation 8 leads to following gradient descent:

u(x) − v(x) , for Ψn = 1
∂Φ 
, for Ψn = 0
= v(x)

∂t
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, for Ψn = −1
u(x) and v(x) are defined as follows:
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v(x) = 2αn δ(Φn )(sn Φn − ΦSn (An )).

(14)

and
the weighting parameter λ = 0 when there is no shape prior Φ0n assigned to the level
set function Φn . The scale sn of the transformation An does not change for Ψn 6= 1.
Figure 2 demonstrates the value of Ψ . The first row shows three tracking results
without the use of the decision function Ψ . In figure 2(b) the hand region grows into
the ball because the color information is similar and in figure 2(c) the ball has vanished
because it is totally occluded by the cup. In the second row, these problems do not occur
because of the use of the decision function Ψ .
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Fig. 2. Different tracking results of the Game sequence. First row without, second row with Ψ .

5 Tracking Results
We present two results of our tracking implementation, which run on a 2.0GHz PC under Linux. In all experiments, the segmentation result of frame 0 calculated with [24]
is used for the initialization. Region tracking from frame to frame is performed via the
algorithm described in table 1. We use the same parameters: ν = 1, λ = 1 when a
shape prior is assigned to the region and λ = 0 when not, for all experiments. The maximum number of iteration steps is set to 30, which assures a robust tracking even at fast
movements. The first tracking experiment (figure 3) is performed on the Game sequence
over 400 frames. We successfully track all objects in the image (hand, two cups, ball).
The first image (figure 3(a)) shows the segmentation result from [24], which is used
for the initialization. The hand region is tracked without prior information, because the
changes of the hand shape can not be modeled with our shape priors. Shape priors are
assigned to all other regions. The tracking speed strongly depends on the number of
regions to track and on the length of the contour. For example we need only 0.1s per
frame when we track only the ball with shape prior but 0.8s for the hand without shape
prior. In this experiment we need an average time of 1.4s per frame for all objects. The
second experiment (figure 4) is performed on the Book 1 sequence over 250 frames. In
this sequence, we track the book with shape prior and the orange object only with color
information. Both objects are successfully tracked with 0.5s per frame. Our videos can
be downloaded from http://www.emt.tugraz.at/∼pinz/data.

6 Conclusion
We have introduced a novel level set based tracking framework that allows to track
multiple object regions. Furthermore, we can add an arbitrary number of planar shape
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Fig. 3. Results of the Game (640x480) sequence. (a) initialization, (b-l) 11 out of 400 frames.

priors for already known or learned objects to get a more robust tracking result. Each
shape prior is given by a fixed template (a given training shape or the mean of a set of
training shapes) and respective pose parameters. A simple decision function Ψ ensures
the desired topology for multiple regions tracking. Our approach can combine datadriven and recognition-driven information in the tracking process, and can for example
be used to improve a cognitive vision system. Our approach has been successfully tested
on a large number of real images, and it can even handle full occlusions which are
temporally hidden in containers.
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Fig. 4. Results of the Book 1 (640x480) sequence. 6 frames of 250 are shown.
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